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Sports betting William Hill promo code for April 2024 is R**. New customers can Bet £10 Get £30, Credited as 3 x £10 bets. (T&Cs Apply, 18+). You can follow the link below to see what the bonus entails and read the full terms. 




Below we featured more promotions and codes for Sports and Horse Racing. Read our review to find out more about William Hill and promotions this operator has to offer. 




William Hill Promo Codes April 2024:
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*Disclaimer: Bet £10 Get £40 in free bets Credited as 4 x £10 bets bonus offer is showing up only to the users accessing from their mobile devices.
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How to Use a William Hill Promo Code?




If you are a new customer looking how proceed with your chosen betting promo code, you can’t go wrong with this simple Willliam Hill Sign up process explained below:




	Click on the offer link above and you will get redirected to the bookmaker’s website.
	Press the button ‘Join Now’ in order to begin entering your details: name, address, phone number.
	Enter the William Hill Promo Code in the designated field and complete your account.
	Read the terms and requirements 
	Make an initial qualifying bet of at least £10.
	Once your bet is settled, you will get 3×10 free bets.





    Open account at William Hill
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What William Hill Promotional Code Offers Are Available to UK Players?




Several betting promo codes are available at the same time for William Hill new customers in the United Kingdom. Take a look through the current ones and choose your favourite kind of game or betting action. 




William Hill Mobile Sports Betting Promo Code




William Hill is a well-known bookmaker for football betting, and accessing their website on your mobile browser is an excellent way to enjoy the excitement of the game while on the move. When you join William Hill through your mobile browser, you can take advantage of their current bonus offer of Bet £10 Get £40 in free bets Credited as 4 x £10 bets. This bonus offer is exclusively available for new customers registering from their mobile devices.
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William Hill Mobile Offer Key T&Cs: 18+. Play Safe. When you sign-up via Mobile using promo code P40 and place a bet of £10/€10 or more we will give you 4x £10/€10 free bets credited after settlement of first qualifying bet, free bets will expire 7 days after the qualifying bet is placed, payment method/player/country restrictions apply. Virtual markets excluded. #ad




New UK players at William Hill can get a offer up to £40 when placing a first qualifying bet of £10 or more. To access the free bets, simply use the button above to get the William Hill promotional code and add it during the signing up process. William Hill has long been one of the best betting sites for UK sports lovers. Make sure you are accessing the offer via your mobile phone. 




	William Hill promo code: P**
	This betting promo code offer is available to new UK customers accessing from their mobile browsers only.
	Some e-wallet payment methods are excluded but any debit card will be fine. If in doubt, check the terms and conditions on the William Hill website to be sure.
	Wagers on top football competitions are of course eligible. So you can bet on the Premier League, Champions League or international matches.
	Bonus comes in the form of 4x£10 Free Bets.
	Your first bet needs to have single or cumulative odds of 1/2 or greater.
	Bear in mind that free bet stakes must be redeemed in full. That means you can’t split the free bet amount between separate bets. Also, the stake won’t be returned with any winnings.





    Get William Hill Mobile Offer
            
    






William Hill Promo Code for Casino – TBA




There are no William Hill casino promo deals to new William Hill casino customers at the moment.




William Hill Promo Code for Bingo – TBA




Unfortunately, there is no William Hill bingo offer at the moment.




William Hill Poker Promo code – TBA




William Hill Poker Offer is not currently available.




Other Promotions, Offers and Bonuses




In addition to William Hill new customer offers, the bookmaker also runs a number of other deals to attract new and existing customers alike. In order to claim the welcome bonus, you might have to add William Hill promotional code during the William Hill sign up process. 




How do you get free bets with William Hill?




A William Hill free bet offers the opportunity to win without having to wager your own cash, at least on that particular bet. To get a free bet with William Hill, simply add an eligible selection to your bet slip and enable the free bet option.




Bear in mind that certain terms and conditions apply to William Hill free bets, such as minimum odds, expiry date and more. Certain types of wager may be required for the qualifying bet, depending on what the offer states.




The William Hill new customer offer generally takes the form of a free bet deal, with an eligible qualifying bet required first. To calculate the winnings of a free bet, you should subtract the free bet amount as this is usually not redeemable. At the moment, you can claim following William Hill betting bonuses: 
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*Disclaimer: Bet £10 Get £40 in free bets Credited as 4 x £10 bets bonus offer is showing up only to the users accessing from their mobile devices.




Events Related Offers: Football, Horse Racing and More




Like most online bookies, William Hill has many offers relating to specific sporting events. The current ones are shown above in full, so you can bet on the latest matches or races. For all horse racing fans out there, we prepared a special William Hill horse racing betting guide. If you want to see more horse racing offers, make sure to visit our article on horse racing free bets and betting offers.




    Get William Hill Horse Racing Bonus
            
    






William Hill Cheltenham Offers




The Cheltenham Festival promises several days of exciting jumps racing, and William Hill Cheltenham offers ensure you get the most out of following it. New and existing customers alike are eligible for horse racing promos around that time of year.




For the latest details, check out the William Hill website where you will find bonus amounts and full terms. If a William Hill promo code is required, it will be indicated on the offer page.




William Hill Grand National Promo Code




The Grand National is the biggest horse racing event of the year, taking place in Aintree. William Hill often runs a special bookies new customer offer for the duration of the Grand National weekend, meaning it may temporarily change from the standard offer.




This kind of offer sometimes requires a special William Hill promo code for the Grand National. Check here for the latest info on any offers related to this thrilling event.




William Hill Royal Ascot Offers




Another exciting horse race is the Royal Ascot. The Royal family participates at the festival and the mother Queen is present during the event. William Hill Ascot offers some interesting promotions for the event.




World Cup Football Offers




Whilst it only comes around once every four years, the World Cup is without doubt the biggest international sporting event. It’s a busy time for punters around the world too, looking to correctly predict the winner, top scorer and more.




It’s a great time for betting offers too, with William Hill and all others running free bet promotions or similar. If a William Hill World Cup offer is running, you’ll be sure to hear about it here first.




Another huge football tournament is, of course, the Champions League. Read more on betting with William Hill in the Champions League.




William Hill is also putting a lot of effort into their Premier League campaigning: they have just gotten the french football legend and actor Eric Cantona to front their new ad campaign.




Why should I open a new account at William Hill?




The first reason to join the William Hill community is the William Hill bonus offer. However, this operator has a lot more to offer. Let’s take a look at some of its main features that could help us answer the following question – Why should I open a new account at William Hill?




Outstanding Betting Options




At this world-known online sportsbook, you can find different types of sports markets and events. For instance, you can find the following categories on the website:






	American Football
	Australian Rules
	Baseball
	Basketball
	Bowls
	Boxing
	Cycling
	Darts
	Football








	Horse Racing
	Tennis
	GAA Football
	GAA Hurling
	Golf
	Handball
	Ice Hockey
	Lotteries
	Motor Racing








	Motorbikes
	Pool
	Cricket
	Greyhounds
	Rugby League
	Snooker
	UFC/MMA
	Volleyball
	Winter Sports, etc.









    Get William Hill Bonus
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Besides the traditional betting, William Hill offers the possibility of e-Sports betting that has become increasingly popular. You can also choose the “Politics” section and bet on political events which are obviously as exciting as sports, or even more.




TV and Specials betting with William Hill also brings an enjoyable experience. Great odds and the live results add to the excitement too. At William Hill, you can wager on who will win shows like The X Factor, Big Brother or BBC Sports Personality of the Year.




Live Betting and Build a Bet Feature




The chance to bet on a game as it is taking place adds a dynamic, new dimension to the betting. Furthermore, the cash-out option can help you build a new betting tactic that allows you to lock in a profit or loss before the end of the event.




Last, but not least, the Build a Bet Feature lets you build your own bet combining different outcomes within one single match. For instance, when it comes to a football match, you can bet on FT/HT result, you can pick the number of cards/corners, or some player and bet on how many goals or passes he will achieve during the game. The options are numerous.




Mobile Betting




Besides the desktop website, William Hill provides a mobile-friendly website that you can access from any browser on your mobile phone. If you want to access the world of sports betting just in one click, then download the app. It’s available for both iOS and Android phones. You can read more about the app in our William Hill mobile apps review.




At this moment, you can claim this special Wiilliam Hill Mobile offer – Bet £10 Get £40 in free bets Credited as 4 x £10 bets
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*Disclaimer: Bet £10 Get £40 in free bets Credited as 4 x £10 bets bonus offer is showing up only to the users accessing from their mobile devices.




Expert Tips and Predictions




You will find useful information on betting and will always have expert tips offered. These can help you determine what bets to pace and which will be the best for generating returns on your wagers.




At William Hill, you can also access podcasts that can offer great information on games, matches, individual players, and more. Be sure to check out the predictions to see which bets are the most popular and which can yield some impressive payouts.




Largest Market in the Industry




Once you open your account and benefit from the William Hill new customer offer, you will find you can wager on just about any sports in the world. As one of the most trusted online bookmakers operating, you will always have the ability to bet on the most popular games, favourite teams, hot events, and more.




You will find an extensive list of sports being covered as well as many betting options, so this site will surely meet all of your [BONUS operateur=Year] betting needs.




Best In-Play Betting




After you redeem the William Hill new account offer, you can use your free bets to place a variety of wagers. You will surely want to check out the live betting section. Here, you will find a huge list of live games that are covered and you can place wagers as these events take place. William Hill actually has one of the best live markets online, so you will be able to get right in on the action and make good use of your William Hill offer.




William Hill News




Eric Cantona’s appointment as the poster figure for William Hill’s advertising push for the upcoming Premier League season has sparked conversations. The celebrated French footballer, known for his time at Manchester United and Leeds, will take the lead in the ‘Who You Got?’ campaign, playing a key role in the online, digital, and social advertising efforts targeted at the UK and Ireland.
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William Hill Promo Code Types




When you join an online betting site such as William Hill you can unlock bonuses and offers by using a promotional code. These betting promo codes will be revealed in the links above and can be used as part of the signup process.




Matched Bonuses




We have already touched on these. But you may get the chance to match your first deposit when you join – or even once you have become an existing customer.




For example, you could deposit £20 and receive a 100% deposit match from William Hill. This would credit your account with another £20 to play with.




Sports




Sportsbook remains most popular and fans across activities will look out for the sports betting promo code. Using this bonus code could help activate a welcome bonus related to the tournament this summer. These can also be used on mobile devices.




Promo Codes for Existing Customers




Although betting promo codes usually relate to welcome bonuses, they can also be used by existing customers to unlock offers. They might not always be just for betting either. Even during events, you might be able to use these in the casino, bingo or poker sections of the William Hill site.




    Get William Hill Bonus
            
    






William Hill Refer a Friend Programme




A William Hill refer a friend scheme is when the bookmaker offers a reward to its existing customers, in order to invite their own friends and family to join. The reward could be in the form of a free bet or William Hill promo code for example.




We have not heard of any current William Hill referral program, but of course watch this space for any news. In the meantime, you can enjoy the regular bookies new customer offers or try another operator.




William Hill Loyalty Scheme




Existing customers shouldn’t feel left out at William Hill. While they may not be able to use new player William Hill promo code deals, they can benefit from many retention offers. The bookmaker does this do keep bettors coming back to their preferred site.




Therefore, you may see competitive boosted odds, moneyback offers or deposit bonuses depending on what’s available at the time. On the casino side of things, there may be comp points available, which is a common benefit of playing online. These can usually be exchanged for cash, bonuses or other gifts.




How to Sign Up at William Hill




It’s easy to create an account with William Hill online. Before William Hill registration, make sure you meet the general terms of acceptance as a customer. Of course, you must be of legal age to gamble in your country of residence, which is 18+ in the UK. Online gambling is illegal in some countries, so check the status where you live before signing up.




Furthermore, William Hill offers its services in many countries. However, there may be certain countries where the bookmaker does not operate for business reasons. You will see a list on the registration form covering all those which are eligible by using our list of William Hill legal countries.




Once you get to the William Hill website or app, you should follow these steps to join as a new customer:




	Click on Join now to be directed to the registration screen.
	Fill in your personal details on the form.
	Enter your William Hill promotional code if you have one.
	Accept the general terms of the website.
	Click the final button to create your account.





Then you will be ready to make a first deposit and wager on the sports or games of your choice.




    Get William Hill Bonus
            
    






Payment Methods: Deposit Promo Codes and Withdrawal Times




In order to bet with William Hill, you need to have one of their currently accepted currencies. The bookmaker has strict rules, so make sure that in the moment that you’ve selected a certain currency, you have to deposit your funds, bet and collect your winning in that certain currency. You can’t change it along the way.




Luckily, there is a wide variety of William Hill payment methods. Some current deposit methods are:




	Debit card
	paysafecard
	Paypal
	iDeal
	Skrill
	Neteller
	bank Transfer.





Generally, payments into your William Hill UK account do not incur any transaction fees. Funds are usually available immediately after the payment, to wager on your sports or games of choice.




You may have the option of entering a William Hill promo code while depositing. A player bonus may be obtained if the promotion requirements are satisfied. This could be via making a deposit or meeting wagering requirements.




Security checks can be required according to the bookmaker’s rules. You may need to provide proof of identity, address or other personal documents for William Hill verification. The quicker you supply these, the less time you will have to wait for your payment request to be processed.




Customer Service Support: Trouble Using Your Promo Code?




William Hill customer service agents are always happy to talk with their existing customers, but also to meet and greet potential new members. The easiest way to deal with your query is by going on their website and searching for other questions asked by members. You might find similar questions under the FAQs section. However, the William Hill representatives are available for contacting 24/7, every day. You can get in touch with them through live chat, phone or email.




If you’re having trouble using your promotional code, you can get in touch with William Hill customer services and ask for assistance. We generally find the process easy to follow but you never know if you could encounter a technical issue at some point.
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What Safer Gambling Tools Does William Hill Have Available?




	Deposit Limits
	Self-exclusion
	Time out
	Gaming Time Check
	Self Assesment
	Session Reminders
	Account Closure and Reopening
	Product Block





At William Hill safe gambling is taken seriously. Please note the list is non-exhaustive and might be subject to change, so learn more on the William Hill’s safer gambling tools page.




Our William Hill Review




One of the many excellent features presented by William Hills is undeniably its large range of betting markets! The brand offers its punters access to one of the largest betting markets in the world so that they are able to bet not only on horse-racing and football (William Hill is great at both) but also on American Football, Australian Rules, Motor Racing, Motorbikes and much, much more!




Besides that, betting at William Hill can be a great experience for both desktop and mobile app users, because of its user-friendly interface, skilled customer service and payment security the operator provides.




	Pros	Cons
	Promotions	Odds Could Be Improved
	Large Betting Market	
	Live Betting	
	Mobile App	
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William Hill Promotional Code – FAQ




Let’s summarise what we have covered before, and also address a few common questions:




Is There a William Hill Promotional Code for 2024?




Yes, current codes are available and can be viewed by clicking the button at the top of this page. The William Hill promotional code has been running for many months now. It is one of the UK’s most popular bookies free bet offers.




Do I need a sign up bonus code in order to join William Hill?




Yes, you need it. The sign up bonus code must be entered upon registration in order to qualify for the William Hill new customers offer.




Can I join William Hill on mobile?




Since the website is mobile-friendly and there’s even a dedicated mobile application, you can easily sign up to William Hill from your mobile device. There is a special mobile-specific bonus that you can get when you register via your phone. You can find it on our page.




Who is eligible for a William Hill sign up offer?




All players who are 18 or more, living in the UK and who open their account for the first time are eligible for the William Hill sign up offer.




Does the William Hill sign up offer ever change?




Yes, every promotional offer is valid for some period of time. The William Hill sign up offer is no exception.




The bonus codes aren’t working; what should I do?




Just like at any casino online, sometimes technical issues can arise. If you don’t receive the expected bonus, first check your eligibility. If you have definitely met the qualifying conditions, we recommend contacting customer services directly. Live chat is a reliable quick way to contact William Hill UK.




How do you get William Hill free bets?




The best way to get a William Hill free bet is to meet qualifying conditions. An initial bet is almost always required, therefore you should check the terms first.




What other bonuses are available at William Hill?




As we have already mentioned, once you visit the website you can chose between multiple bonuses. There are also exclusive bonus offers for William Hill Plus Card users.




What alternatives exist to the William Hill promo code?




Many other bookmakers run special offers for new and existing customers. William Hill is certainly among the best, but betting enthusiasts may also wish to check out Paddy Power Promo Code and the Ladbrokes promo code reviews. If you’re more interested in gaming than betting, Virgin Games is our recommended pick.




How does the offer compare to other online bookmakers?




While this current offer does offer free bets it is not the best bonus being offered at an online bookmaker. Some other UK betting sites will provide you with the chance to earn match bonuses as a welcome offer instead of free bets.




The bonus being offered at William Hill is on the lower side in terms of value, but it is still a great way to get started if you are new to the world of online sports wagering.
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All you need to know about William Hill




We have gathered thorough info on one of our favourite operators, William Hill betting. Read more on the articles below.




	William Hill Plus Card
	William Hill Registration
	William Hill Mobile apps
	William Hill legal countries
	Bet Boost
	Payment guide
	How to cashout a bet on WH





Betting events on William Hill




	Champions League betting on William Hill
	William Hill horse racing betting
	William Hill & Grand national betting
	William Hill Cheltenham offers
	William Hill & Royal Ascot Offers





And this article we created just for the laughs:




	Weirdest William Hill Odds of all time
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Bet £10 Get £30, Credited as 3 x £10 bets




Get William Hill Bonus





18+. Play Safe. From 00:01 on 18.10.2022. £30 bonus. New customers only. Minimum £10 stake on odds of 1/2 (1.5) or greater on sportsbook (excluding Virtual markets). Further terms apply. #ad
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This website uses cookies to give you the best user experience. By continuing to use the site you agree to our cookie policy.
OkRead More


Manage consent

  
	
		  
			
			Close
		  
		  
			
	
		
			
				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.

				

							

		

		
												
						
							
								Necessary							
															
									
									Necessary
								

								Always Enabled
													

						
							
								
									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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									Functional
								

													

						
							
								
									Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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									Performance
								

													

						
							
								
									Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
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									Advertisement
								

													

						
							
								
									Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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									Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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